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Abstract 
The mechatronic design and the two stage calibra- 

tion procedure for an eyesafe laser rangefinder, based 
on the lateral-effect photodiode (LEP), are presented. 
The sensor acquires two-dimensional range data, and 
is active in the sense that it can change the orienta- 
tion of its field of view in  order to  track useful range 
features. A n  analysis of L E P  operation shows that 
image position measurement repeatability, normalised 
with respect to  the detector half length, is equal to  the 
signal current to  noise current ratio. This result al- 
lows accurate estimation of the variance of individual 
range measurements, making the sensor particularly 
amenable to statistically based range feature detection. 
Range data acquisition, range feature extraction and 
control of the active head behaviour are all imple- 
mented on a local network of six transputers. This 
parallel structure is described and at is shown how the 
sensor constitutes an intelligent agent in  a balanced 
sensor suite f o r  the guidance of close range mobile 
robot. maneuvres. 

1 Introduction 
Mobile robot research aims to  achieve vehicle navi- 

gation in increasingly unstructured environments with 
increasing levels of autonomy, and with a strong em- 
phasis on robustness within that autonomy. It has be- 
come evident that this requires the coupling of a broad 
range of real-time sensor based activities which oper- 
ate over a variety time scales; for example, continuous 
map updating, occasional path planning and vigilant , 
reactive obstacle avoidance. This requires a multi- 
processor architecture that is real-time, modular, ex- 
pandable and loosely coupled. Transputer technology 
is well suited to  these requirements, and underpins the 
Locally Intelligent Control Agent (LICA) architecture 
developed in the Oxford Autonomous Guided Vehicle 
(AGV) project [3]. Sensor processing within the LICA 
architecture is configured so that one or more process- 
ing units are dedicated to each data stream entering 
the system so that only the salient features and asso- 
ciated uncertainties of that data need to  be presented 
to  the rest of the robotic system. Some of the sensors 
creating that data streams are active, in the sense that 
sensor orientation can be changed in order to  extract 
the maximum amount of information relevant to the 

current task. Since the information extracted locally 
can guide orientation changes for a particular sensor, 
that sensor and its associated processing units con- 
stitute a modular device termed an intelligent active 
sensor. 

The aim of this paper is to  present a system 
overview, and some more specific ideas on calibration 
and range variance estimation, for an intelligent active 
range sensor, which is used to guide close range mo- 
bile robot manceuvres such as parking and docking. In 
section 2,  a number of range measurement techniques 
are reviewed and, in the following section, the sensor 
design and performance are summarised. Section 4 
describes the two stage calibration procedure, whilst 
section 5 derives the relationship between image posi- 
tion measurement repeatability and the signal current 
to  noise current ratio on the detector. This is required 
to  estimate the variance associated with a range mea- 
surement. Section 6 describes how the rangefinder op- 
erates as a conceptual intelligent sensor, and outlines 
the algorithms that are implemented within its local 
processing structure. The final section before the con- 
clusions provides a discussion of the operation of the 
sensor and its role in a balanced on-board sensor suite. 

2 A review of range measurement 
techniques 

Passive vision provides the most comprehensive 
source of sensory information from a single robotic 
sensing device; but the projection of a 3-D scene into 
a 2-D image engenders ambiguity, making range re- 
covery difficult. Several different cues have been ex- 
ploited to recover range such as stereo disparity [9], 
and visual motion [4]. However, the use of passive vi- 
sion is often precluded, since the large bandwidth of 
raw data requires fast, potentially expensive process- 
ing hardware to  extract the required range informa- 
tion. Sensors designed specifically for range measure- 
rnent can often provide task-specific range information 
at a sufficiently high rate for the real-time performance 
requirements more cheaply. Here, we will compare op- 
tical radar, sonar, and optical triangulation. Compre- 
hensive reviews of rangin techniques can be found in 
Jarvis [la] and Everett $7. 

In optical radar, the phase relationship between an 
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amplitude modulated light beam (laser, or collimated 
LED) and its reflection is used to calculate range [a]. 
In sonar, the speed of sound is sufficiently low for the 
round trip of pulses to be timed [lo]. Optical tri- 
angulation is a geometric means of ranging and in- 
volves projecting a light source onto the scene and 
observing the image position of that projection with 
a lens/detector combination offset from the axis of 
projection. Scene coverage can be achieved either by 
scanning a spot or line stripe [13], or by projecting a 
pattern of dots or lines [l] on to  the area of interest. 

Sonar has a number of disadvantages when com- 
pared to optical methods. Firstly, the low speed of 
sound means that range measurements can only be 
made at a low rate (lO-lOOHz, depending on range). 
Secondly, its large wavelength means that it suffers 
from specularities. This means that the spatial density 
of measurements is low, since only certain parts of the 
scene can be detected, such as cylinders, corners, and 
planar surfaces which are oriented within the effective 
beamwidth of the ultrasonic pulse. Thirdly, specular- 
ity in combination with a large beamwidth engenders 
ambiguity in the angle of the range measurement. For 
these reasons, we believe that sonar sensing is unsuit- 
able for guiding close range vehicle manceuvres. 

Of the optical methods of active ranging mentioned, 
optical radar is more practical than optical triangula- 
tion in outdoor environments where, at  large ranges, 
triangulation becomes inaccurate. In addition, the 
missin parts problem, which is a characteristic of any 
stereofkiangulation system, is eliminated, since the 
transmitted and received beams are co-axial. How- 
ever, over short ranges, such systems are generally of 
lower accuracy when compared with active triangula- 
tion systems. For this reason, we elected to design 
a triangulation system. General discussions of the 
tradeoffs involved when designing optical triangula- 
tion range sensors can be found in Pears and Probert 

3 
In optical triangulation schemes, it is apparent that 

the angle between the projection axis and the optical 
axis of the lens is one of the parameters that define the 
accuracy and depth of field in ranging, which is prob- 
lematic if the light source is to  be scanned across the 
scene. However, if the detection lens is scanned in syn- 
chronism with the projected light, SO that their angu- 
lar separation remains constant, then the performance 
in ranging varies very little with scan angle [8]. The 
implication for close range vehicle manceuvres, such as 
obstacle avoidance and docking, is that a large scan 
angle (large field of view) can be built into the sen- 
sor design without compromising depth of field, and 
vigilance during vehicle movement can be maintained. 

An optical means of scanning the laser and lens 
in exact synchronism is shown in plan view in fig. 
1, which is an adaptation of Livingstone and Rioux's 
[ll] configuration. Its physical dimensions are 21cm 
wide, l6cm deep, and 4.2cm high. Referring to this 
figure, a collimated and modulated laser beam is pro- 
jected onto a small mirror (a),  which deflects the beam 
onto the front face of the scanning mirror (b). The 
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Figure 1: Plan view of the sensor head 

scanned beam is then projected into the scene by a 
larger mirror (c). With this arrangement, the laser is 
scanned over twice the angle over which the scanning 
mirror deflects, and the centre of scanning is at the 
virtual image point 0, in the sensor. (Note that this 
point defines the origin of the projection frame and 
measurements referenced to this frame are denoted 
with a superscript p .  This frame is displaced from 
the sensor frame, in which calibration measurements 
and range feature extraction takes place. The origin of 
this frame, denoted 0, on fig. 1, is coincident with the 
axis of rotation of both the sensor head and scanning 
mirror, and measurements referenced to this frame are 
denoted with a superscript s). 

Laser light, scat,tered by objects in the scene, is 
collected by the large detection mirror (d) and is de- 
flected onto the rear of the scanning mirror. Light 
leaving the scanning mirror is focussed by the lens (e) 
and passes through an optical filter ( f ) ,  matched to  
the laser wavelength, before forming an image of the 
projected spot on the image position measurement de- 
vice (g). With the geometry described above, the lens 
is effectively scanned, in exact synchronism with the 
laser, around virtual image point Oq in the sensor on 
an arc with radius equal to  the separation between the 
scanning mirror and the lens. 

The synchronised scanning optics in fig 1 is termed 
the sensor head. This sensor head is mounted on a 
servo driven platform which can rotate the field of 
view of the sensor head between +90 and -90 degrees 
relative to  the forward looking direction. This head 
drive allows the scanning field of view to be centered 
at  the optimal position for the current manceuvre. For 
example the sensor may centre on navigable freespace 
or may turn so that the obstacle being avoided does 
not leave the scanning field of view. 
3.1 Image position measurement 

The geometric means of range measurement de- 
scribed above requires the one-dimensional measure- 
ment of image position. An analogue means of mea- 
surement using the lateral-effect photodiode (LEP) 
was found to suit our application in preference to  
the more commonly used linear CCD because of close 
range accuracy requirements. The device generates a 
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Figure 2: The lateral-effect photodiode 

laser power 

photocurrent at the site of the imaged spot and, since 
it has uniform resistivity along its length, it acts as a 
current divider so that the position of the light cen- 
troid relative to  the centre of the device (see fig. 2) 
is 

O.9mW 

I1 - I ,  P P P 
P = - ( 2 ) ,  I1 + I2 ( - p < + a }  (1) 

and the detector current, Io, is the sum of the terminal 
currents, I1 and 1 2 .  

3.2 Sensor performance 

head and sensor head drive. 
Table 1 summarises the specifications of the sensor 

Table 1. Sensor specifications 
il Svecification I value I I  
II I 

R field of view 1 40 degrees 
deDth of field I 2 . lm 

stand of' distance (min. range) I 0.4m 
maximum ranee I 2.5m H 

n scan freauencv I 9.8Hz n 

n v 

laser class 
sensor head position resolution J 0 .36 degree 

head response time (90 deg. step) I 0.5s 

In order to determine ranging repeatability] 1000 
readings of image position, measured range, and detec- 
tor current were taken, at  target ranges equally spaced 
between 0.75m and 2.5m. Standard deviations for all 
target ranges, and their values as a percentage of the 
target range, are shown in table 2. In addition, the 
standard deviation of image position and the average 
detector current in nanoamps are shown. Note that 
repeatability, as defined by one standard deviation, is 
l m m  or better up to  a range of 0.89m and is 1cm or 
better up 1.57m. These results are relatively immune 
to  the effects of ambient lighting as laser modulation 
and lock-in detection are used in the sensor design [8]. 

Table 2. Ranging Results 
[I z(m) 1) n,(cm) 1 % rep. I I ,  (nA) 1 A p ( p m )  U 

4 Two Stage Calibration 
4.1 Depth ( z )  calibration 

In the first stage of the calibration procedure, the 
AGV is positioned normal to a laboratory wall, so that 
the origin of the sensor frame is 2.5m from the wall. 
It then uses its bar code scanner guidance system to 
move incrementally towards the wall with a predefined 
step size, taking a scan between each move. Spatial 
filtering is applied in the direction of the scan angle, 0, 
by application of the one dimensional convolution op- 
erator [1,41614,1]. This approach causes minimal dis- 
tortion of the look-up table as a model of the ranging 
process, since image position data is much denser in 
the 0 axis than the z axis (256 data points compared 
to around 40), and the non-linearity is less severe. Af- 
ter N moves, a two dimensional look up table of di- 
mension 256 angles by N range values has been built. 
Subsequently, range can be calculated as 

where T, represents an interpolation in the calibration 
look up table. 
4.2 Determination of projection vergence 

If the scan angle, 0, is zero when the laser points 
along the zp axis then, from fig. 1, the zs coordinate 
of the range measurement can be calculated from the 
interpolated zs measurement and the scan angle as 

and projection origin 

xs = XJ o p  + (2  - z&)  tan0 (3) 

where [d, 2]'& is the position of the origin of the pro- 
jection frame 'in the sensor frame. The angle of the 
laser projection is made up of the projection angle due 
to  the scanning mirror orientation] which is known 
accurately from the scanning mirror drive feedback 
signal, and a small, unknown vergence angle. This 
vergence angle represents the fact that the scanning 
field of view is not be centered on the z p  axis, but 
is inclined slightly towards the zs axis, depending on 
the orientation of the projecting mirrors (a) and (j) 
in figure 1. Thus, a second stage of calibration is re- 
quired to  determine the projection vergence angle y 
and the position of the origin of the projection frame 
in the sensor frame, [zs, zs ]&,  so that equation 3 can 
be employed to determine 2'. 

A calibration target with broad black and white 
stripes of equal and known arbitrary spacing is placed 
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at an arbitrary range, perpendicular to the z s  axis, as 
in fig. 3 .  For the three intensity changes at i = 0 , 1 , 2  
on fig. 3 ,  we can subtract pairs of equations of the 
form 3 above to  give 

Z ~ + ~ - - Z :  = D = (zS-z&,)(tan8i+~-tan8i), {i = 0 , l )  

Equating the right hand side of the pair of equations 
in 4 gives 

(4) 

t an82-2 tan81+tanQo=O (5) 
We can then write the absolute angles b‘i as the sum of 
the scan angle O s , ,  as measured by the scanning mirror 
feedback signal, and an unknown projected vergence 
angle, y,  and expand the tangent of a sum in the above 
equation. Multiplying out and rearranging yields an 
equation implicit in the projected vergence angle. 

a tan3? + ptan’y + +a t any  + p = 0 (6) 
where 

a = tan B,, tan Os, - 2 tan Os, tan B,, + tan Os, tan B,, 
(7) 

p = t a n 8 , ,  -2tanO,, +tanQ,,  (8) 
Since both p and tan3 y are small, an estimate of pro- 
jection vergence angle, accurate to  around 0.5 % in 
simulations (y = 5 degrees), is given by 

If greater accuracy is required, the above equation can 
provide the initial estimate in a Newton-Raphson nu- 
merical solution to  equation 6. 

3 is 
such that the intensity change associated with i = 0 is 
positioned at  2‘ = 0. Firstly, this prevents equation 
5 from being poorly conditioned because of too much 
symmetry the worst case being when 81 = 0 in fig. 3 ) ,  

origin of the scan axis, since the intensity changes are 
at known positions in the sensor frame ( z s  is known 
from the sensor itself as i t  has been calibrated in that  
dimension, and 2‘ is known since the stripes are of 
known width). 

The projection angles at which the intensity 
changes occur are extracted by a standard difference 
of Gaussian edge detector. Subsequently, the stan- 
dard least squares solution to  the intersection of the 
five laser projection lines shown in fig. 3 generates the 
scan origin coordinates, 

The positioning of the target, shown in fig. 

and second ’1 y it provides a means of determining the 

where H is the stacked measurement matrix 

1 -tanB-2 

1 - t a n &  
H E [ ;  ; 

D 

Figure 3 :  Calibration rig for I C O ,  Z O ,  y 

and y is given by 

- 2 0  - zf tan$-2 
-D - tan8-1 

-2; tan 80  
D - tan81 

2 0  - z j  tan 82 

where 2: is the range at  which the calibration target 
is placed in the sensor frame. 

5 Range variance estimation 
If image position variance can be computed, it can 

be scaled by the triangulation gain, which is the mag- 
nitude of the local gradient, l ~ l z , ~  in the calibration 
table T,, to give an estimate of range variance. This 
variance information is essential to  allow robust algo- 
rithms to be applied to the raw range data; in partic- 
ular, .it is used in the EKF algorithm for line segment 
extraction, outlined in section 6.2. This section estab- 
lishes the relationship between the variance associated 
with an image position measurement and the detector 
current for that measurement. 

Rewriting equation 1, the image position on a LEP 
can be normalised with respect to  the detector half- 
length so that 

and the uncertainty in normalised position, Ap,, is 
given by: 

where 
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and 

Now it can be shown that thermal noise in the one- 
dimensional LEP and the shot noise due to the dark 
current are significantly greater than than the shot 
noise due to the signal current. This latter, rela- 
tively minor noise, divides between the LEP termi- 
nals according to  image position. The dominant noise 
sources, however, divide equally between the LEP ter- 
minals. Thus, ignoring shot noise due to  signal cur- 
rent, and denoting the remaining rms noise current by 
I ,  : 

Substituting equations 15, 16 and 17 into equation 14 
gives 

Thus the image position repeatability is inversely pro- 
portional to the signal current to noise current ratio. 
In order to estimate the constant noise current, I n ,  the 
above equation can be linearised by taking logarithms 
and the results in table 2 can be used to  estimate the 
constant noise current, I n ,  by standard least squares 
methods. 

6 Integration of the sensor into the 
LICA architecture 

6.1 System overview 
In addition to  underpinning the LICA architec- 

ture, transputer technology provides simple interfac- 
ing to external sensing and actuating devices via read- 
ily available commercial link adaptors such as the 
COl l .  This is essential given that the physical mani- 
festation of robotic systems is an assembly of sensing 
and actuating devices with which it interacts with the 
real world. 

Fig. 4 shows the integration of the intelligent sen- 
sor into the AGV’s LICA architecture. The system 
hardware consists of the on-board intelligent sensor, 
which is connected to rest of the on-board LICA based 
mobile robot architecture through a single transputer 
link. It can also be connected to a remote debugging 
system through a pair of RS422 differential links. 

The hardware termed the intelligent sensor con- 
sists of the sensor head and sensor head drive, a num- 
ber of sensor interface cards (system timing and con- 
trol, lock in detection of LEP signals, galvo scanner 
drive and sensor head drive), and four LICA mother- 
boards which house six processing transputer modules 
(TRAMs), a dumb C O l l  based analogue to  digital 

(Mobile rob 1 based hardware ) 

- 
U C A 2  - 
I 

L I C A ~  Dig. IO 

( Intelligent sensor ) 

I I I1 I 3Urack 

Avoidance processon 

(LICA hased mohile rohot ) 

Figure 4: System outline 

converter TRAM, and a dumb COl l  based digital IO 
TRAM. 

The PC host houses a transputer motherboard 
holding the system root TRAM, which configures the 
system and provides debugging facilities, and a graph- 
ics TRAM, which provides a real-time display of the 
range scans. If debugging and graphics is not required 
the RS422 umbilical cord can be disconnected and the 
remaining transputers can be booted from EPROM. 

Figure 5 shows the detailed connectivity of the pro- 
cessing units which form part of the locally intelligent 
sensor. The four TRAMs indicated on left of the fig- 
ure are the T805 processing TRAMs that do the main 
body of the processing, which includes extraction of 
line segments and control of the sensor head orienta- 
tion. The other two processing TRAMs are T2s which 
handle the data flow to and from the C O l l  based digi- 
tal IO and ADC devices. It can be seen that the trans- 
puters are arranged in a pipeline, which is tailored to  
the point by point basis on which data arrives as the 
sensor sweeps across a scene. The purpose of the first 
three processing transputers after the ADC TRAM is 
to acquire range data continuously and extract fea- 
tures in sequences of sensor scans. The anchor point 
of the local intelligent system is a single transputer 
called the local sensor planner. This decides where to 
move the sensor head on the basis of extracted fea- 
tures. Subsequent transputers handle the control of 
the head (the gaze controller), and the interfaces to 
the system digital IO. 

The following section briefly outlines the algorithms 
implemented within the intelligent sensor’s transputer 
pipeline. 
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Figure 5: Transputer pipeline 

6.2 The transputer pipeline 

Data acquisition and buffering. Sensor data enters 
the TRAM network synchronously at  2.5kHz, by ex- 
ternally triggering A to D conversion of the amplified 
and demodulated LEP terminal signals on the sen- 
sor's system clock. The ADC TRAM sends the data 
along a transputer link to  a FIFO buffering TRAM as 
it is converted, which removes synchrony at  the front 
end of the pipeline, and so relaxes timing constraints. 
This means that the maximum scan rate, as defined 
by pipeline processing limitations, depends on the av- 
erage time to process a point, and not the maximum 
time to process a point. 

Filtering and range mapping. The subsequent TRAM 
requests data from the FIFO buffer and calculates nor- 
malised image position, with which there is an asso- 
ciated scan angle, detector current and sensor head 
angle. Any image positions registered outside the cal- 
ibration range for a given angle are ignored. Also, 
range positions registered with low detector current 
are rejected in accordance with a dynamic threshold. 
This threshold requires a predefined minimum detec- 
tor current at the defined minimum range, I;,""; , and 
readings are rejected for which 

Effectively, this dynamic signal threshold filters out 
areas of poor reflectivity, since it is the same form as 
the inverse square law of image intensity with range. 
In particular, the dynamic threshold is effective in fil- 
tering out those noisy range readings at  edges, which 
are associated with the (near) zero detector current 

of missing parts. Such areas, which can be thought 
of as having zero reflectivity, can be rejected at close 
ranges without blanking out measurements which are 
of low detector current due to their larger range. For 
the remaining points, the sensor calibration described 
in section 4 provides the mapping 

Also, before each data point is passed to  the feature 
detection TRAM, an associated range variance is cal- 
culated, as described in section 5. 
Range discontinuity detection. It is assumed that the 
range data set for a given scan can be associated with 
a piecewise linear model of the world. If the parame- 
ters of such a model can be extracted from a scan, they 
can be used to guide both sensor head movements and 
vehicle movements in a purposeful, task-oriented man- 
ner. For many real environments in which autonomous 
vehicles operate (containing, for example, walls, pil- 
lars and boxes), a piecewise linear assumption is not 
unrealistic. Parts of the environment where the as- 
sumption does not hold can be identified because the 
discontinuities extracted will not exhibit predictable 
behaviour when the vehicle and sensor head move. 

The feature extraction algorithm must estimate 
the parameters of the line segments, the position of 
range discontinuities, and their associated uncertain- 
ties. The standard least squares estimator is inap- 
propriate, since the world coordinates zs and z s  are 
not independent, but are related by equation 3.  Also, 
the algorithm must cater for sensor head movements, 
since they can be significant in the time it takes for 
a single scan. The Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) 
satisfies these requirements and provides a computa- 
tional framework in which sensor head movements are 
catered for by the evolution of an appropriate state 
[6]. This algorithm is recursive and so maps very well 
onto a point by point pipelined transputer architec- 
ture. The advantage of this approach is that edges are 
found with minimal latency as the sensor scans across 
the scene. Typically this latency is 2 to 3 range sample 
periods, or around lms,  which compares favourably 
with a batch processing approach which must incur de- 
lays of more than 256 range sample periods, or around 
100ms. 

The edge position information is employed both by 
the intelligent sensor itself to control the sensor fie!d of 
view and at  the tactical level of the robot navigation 
system for obstacle avoidance and docking. 
Local sensor planner. The local sensor planner imple- 
ments a finite state machine, where each state is a 
particular sensor head behaviour. State sequencing is 
dependent on the type of maneuvre, the current state, 
and the local sensor observations provided by the line 
segment extraction algorithm. Currently, these states 
include: 

(1) Slaving the head orientation to the tangent of 

0 (2) Centering on the nearest line segment end- 

the vehicle path. 

point in the vehicle frame. 
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(3) Moving the head so that it is parallel to an 
extracted line segment (i.e the sensor x axis and 
the line segment are the same orientation in the 
vehicle frame). 

(4) Hold the head at  a defined position. 

(5) Centering on freespace. 

The first of these is the default state, reflecting the 
fact that the sensor should ‘look’ in the direction that 
the vehicle is moving. The others operate when a po- 
tential collision is detected. Centering the head on the 
nearest edge endpoint has been used to  maintain ob- 
servation of a reference point on the obstacle through- 
out an avoidance manoeuvre. This behaviour may be 
integrated into a number of different levels of vehi- 
cle control: for example, a reactive obstacle avoidance 
capability has  been employed where the vehicle con- 
troller orientates the vehicle by monitoring the sensor 
head angle, until the sensor head angle is driven to 90 
degrees. Xnother approach would be to  dynamically 
replan a local path around the obstacle using the in- 
creased certainty of the object position. (Maintaining 
an obstacle in the field of view facilitates the tempo- 
ral integration of edge position data).  Fig. 6 shows a 
sequence of range scans as the vehicle approaches and 
avoids the corner of a concrete pillar. Note that the 
corner of the pillar remains a t  the centre of the field 
of view as a result of the sensor head control. Moving 
the head so that it is parallel to a line segment has 
been used to align the vehicle to the side of a card- 
board box obstacle. Here the parameters of the line 
segment in the vehicle frame (the one extracted with 
most confidence if there are more than one) are used 
to generate the steering control signals. Centering on 
freespace has provided a means of directing attention 
to possible routes around an obstacle, once an obstacle 
has been detected. 

State sequencing between the above behaviours is 
dependent on the type of manceuvre implemented. To 
date, only ad-hoc sequencing has been applied to spe- 
cific manceuvres, within specific environments. A sim- 
ple example is illustrated in figure 7,  where the vehi- 
cle is directed towards the centre of a cardboard box, 
which is in an arbitrary rotational position. The task 
is to side-step the obstacle and subsequently continue 
moving in the same direction. In position a the ve- 
hicle is moving forward with the sensor slaved to the 
path (state 1). As the obstacle comes into view, the 
vehicle decelerates so that it is stopped at  a prede- 
fined distance from the box. The sensor then fixates 
on the box corner if it is visible (state 2 ) ,  otherwise it 
aligns with the visible box facet (state 3). The vehicle 
rotates on the spot (this axis of rotation is coincident 
with the axis of the sensor head rotation) until it is 
parallel with the obstacle facet AB (position 6) .  Dur- 
ing this manceuvre the sensor head angle changes as 
the sensor fixates on a feature and, if it is driven to 
90 degrees relative to the f o r v x d  !ooking position, it 
is held there (state 4) .  The vchiie then moves for- 
ward steering so as to keep a fixed distance from the 
obstacle (position c) and, if the sensor is not already 
in state 4. it will be driven to that state since it is still 

Figure 6: Centering a corner by sensor head control 

fixating on the corner. This manceuvre continues until 
corner B is no longer within the sensor’s field of view. 
The vehicle then rotates bringing the box corner back 
into view, which initiates the sensor to fixate on cor- 
ner B (state 2 ) ,  although no head motion will occur 
until the corner moves past the sensor’s field of view 
centre. The vehicle continues rotating until segment 
AB has an observed vehicle frame orientation which 
is approximately equal to that when the manoeuvre 
was started (position d), Finally the sensor transits 
to state (1) and the vehicle moves off in its original 
direction (position e). 

Of course this is a contrived situation with no gen- 
erality (the manceuvre must be made in an uncluttered 
area!). However, it has shown that the sensor is fast, 
accurate and robust enough to guide real-time vehicle 
manceuvres. The real-time decision making required 
for effective active sensor control in a more general 
sense is not addressed here, though the active sensor 
provides a usefir1 tool for implementing and evaluating 
such scheme-.. 

Sensor head position controller. Demand sensor head 
positions are passed to the head position controller 
from the sensor planner TRAM at the scan rate, 
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Figure 7: A simple avoid manceuvre 

9.8Hz. This controller is a synchronous process in 
which a sensor scan time interval is divided into ten 
control time intervals. An appropriate demand veloc- 
ity is computed and output to the head motor control 
board at each of these control time intervals. 

7 Discussion 
The type of task oriented active sensing imple- 

mented by the intelligent sensor optimises the use the 
sensor's finite resources such as its bandwidth. The es- 
sential point is that ,  for robotic tasks in which targets 
are localised, the sensor's field of view should be of 
an appropriate size and oriented towards that region 
of interest to  allow all of the bandwidth to be used 
in accomplishing the robotic task. For docking and 
maneuvering around obstacles, this is not possible 
when using an unselective 360 degree range scan and 
much of the sensors bandwidth will provide informa- 
tion that is useless for the current vehicle manceuvre. 
(360 degree range scans are, however, appropriate for 
localisation and for providing vigilance to  moving ob- 
stacles .) 

Figure 6 indicates that the repeatability of the sen- 
sor improves dramatically at  close ranges. This close 
range repeatability is particularly important, since it 
allows the safety margins during vehicle manceuvres 
to be smaller. This, in turn, means that manceuvres 
around obstacles can be made which would have oth- 
erwise been deemed as unpassable. At larger ranges 
(above am),  the sensor only needs to detect the fact 
that an obstacle exists, to initiate deceleration. Thus, 
as the vehicle approaches obstacles, features must be 
extracted much more accurately, and this behaviour 
is inherent in the LEP sensor's operation. 

8 Conclusions 
The sensor has proved to be suitable for guiding 

close range real time mobile robot manceuvres because 
it is optically based (and therefore can provide a high 
spatial density of range readings), fast, accurate, it 

has a wide field of view, and is active and locally au- 
tonomous. The sensor is a locally autonomous agent 
which is a useful platform with which to investigate 
the interaction between active sensor control (sensor 
planning) and vehicle control for close range mobile 
robot manceuvres. 
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